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HATO
HANDS TOGETHER

BRAND NAME



 

My brand name is  “HATO”

It is a so�ware applica�on to united people

HA-Hands
  TO -together

    

HATO
HANDS TOGETHER

    

ABOUT MY PROJECT



AIM AND OBJECTIVE 

   Main aim of brand is to make everyone  
    socially networking with responsibili�es. 

  The objec�ve is that people can express 
   their poli�cal views, can express their 

opinion on society, help others for jus�ce, 
people can also get solu�ons for their 
personal problems. 

 



            Strength                                             Weakness  

Helps to make communica�on
and create bonding among 
people.

If we have to say it in one 
sentence it proves that
“Unity is strength”.

Some�mes people can give 
fake informa�ons so have 
to do so much research
about the informa�on.

Opportuni�es                              Threats 

The app can be popular               Similar apps designed 
because now a days                   by many brands, but 
people expec�ng a                   they were not succeeded.
change in the society               

 

SWOT Analysis Worksheet



COLOR EXPLAINATION

color code: #3fa5dd
It symbolizes trust, loyalty, wisdom, 
confidence, intelligence, faith, truth

 inner peace, and approachability.

#do67a0color code:

color code: #efca3c
Orange calls to mind feelings of excitement,
 enthusiasm, and warmth.



  

TARGET AUDIENCE   
 

           Teenagers and adults 
 COMPETITION :

TWITTER

SOCIETY NOW

QUARA

PROMOTION : 
I will promote throgh you tube channels,sponsor 
events,conduct awarness programmes.

UNIQUENESS IN MY BRAND  :
 
 

 
  HATO team will be at every area , so if 
there is any local issue or any emergency
 our team will be there and help .

 

  
 

 



     Unite the society

Brand mo�o : 

Tag line : 

  Hands together       



LOGO VARIATIONS



FINAL LOGO 

HATO
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HATO
HATO
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0123 JED, ABC  CITY, INDIA                +91 123456789                  HATO@gmail.com             www.hato.com



 

pink color repsents female

represents child.

skyblue color reprents male

orange color represents entusiasm so it 

Logo explaina�on

Logo represent that people are providing 
security for future genera�on. 



HATO
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LAPEL BADGE

T-SHIRT

CAP


